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Abstract—This paper reflects a conducted assessment

of the Defense Information Systems Agency's (Depart-

ment of Defense) compliance with the Federal Informa-

tion Technology Acquisition Reform Action (FITARA)

Section  833:  Portfolio  Management  and  Section  834:

Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiatives. The pa-

per is organized by providing an overview of DISA lead-

ing into a brief history of FITARA (and its associated

federal  government  implementation).  For  Section  833,

the Government Accountability Office (GAO) Informa-

tion Technology Investment Management (ITIM) assess-

ment tool was applied to DISA’s Information Technol-

ogy  Capital  Planning  and  Investment  Control  (CPIC)

process  for  evaluation,  analysis,  and recommendations

for  improvement.  Following  GAO  ITIM,  Section  834

was introduced, leading into a PEST and SWOT analy-

ses relative to DISA’s implementation of the framework

concluding  with  the  evaluation  and  recommendations.

Summarily, Kotter’s 8-step change model was applied in

a  proposed  12  –  36-month  plan  for  implementation

throughout the agency for senior leadership in address-

ing the various gaps of both sections 833 and 834.

IndexTerms—FITARA, DISA, GAO, IT Capital Plan-

ning

I. INTRODUCTION

HE PURPOSE of this paper is to conduct an assess-

ment of DISA compliance with the Federal Information

Technology Acquisition Reform Action (FITARA) Section

833: Portfolio Management and Section 834: Federal Data

Center Consolidation Initiatives [1]. The paper is organized

by providing an overview of DISA leading into a brief his-

tory of FITARA (and its associated federal government im-

plementation).  After providing background information on

Section 833, the Government Accountability Office (GAO)

Information  Technology  Investment  Management  (ITIM)

assessment tool [2] will be applied to DISA’s Information

Technology  Capital  Planning  Investment  Control  process

for  evaluation,  analysis,  and  improvement  recommenda-

tions.  Following  GAO  ITIM,  Section  834  will  be  intro-

T

duced, leading into a PEST and SWOT analyses relative to

DISA’s implementation of the framework concluding with

the evaluation and recommendations.  Summarily,  Kotter’s

8-step change model [3] will be applied in a proposed 12 –

36-month  plan  for  implementation throughout  the agency

for senior leadership in addressing the various gaps of both

sections 833 and 834 [1].

The  Defense  Information  Systems  Agency  (DISA)  is

headquartered  at  Fort  Meade,  Maryland,  since  2011.  Ac-

cording to the DISA website [4], the agency is charged with

the mission of “provide, operate, and assure command con-

trol, information-sharing capabilities, and a globally accessi-

ble enterprise information infrastructure in direct support to

joint warfighters,  national-level leaders,  and other mission

and  coalition  partners  across  the  full  spectrum of  opera-

tions.” 

DISA receives funding through congressional appropria-

tions and a Defense Working Capital Fund (DWCF) to meet

the information technology requirements and needs of the

entire Department of Defense (DoD). In 2018 DISA had a

total budget of $9.4 billion (US), of which Congress bud-

geted $2.2 billion (US) through appropriations, and DWCF

funding was estimated at approximately $6.9 billion (US).

The  agency’s  current  mission  priorities  as  per  the  DISA

Strategic  Plan  [4]  include:  1)  improving  responsiveness,

agility, and collaboration with its various stakeholders and

mission partners,  2) providing efficient,  resilient,  reliable,

and assured infrastructure and services to its customers, and

3) defending the Department of Defense Information Net-

works (DODIN), securing its’ data, and mitigating risks to

the  DoD  holistically.  Currently,  DISA’s  Enterprise  IT/IT

Modernization efforts include the following:

 National Background Investigation System
 Cloud Computing
 Defense  Information  Systems  Network  (DISN)

Tech Refresh
 CENTRIX
 The  Global  Command  and Control  System Joint

Enterprise (GCCS-JE)
 Computing ecosystem
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. US Federal Government’s Implementation of FITARA

Enacted on December 19, 2014, FITARA reflects US leg-

islation to ensure that all federal Agency CIOs assume con-

trol of IT investments [5]. Indeed, the law requires that fed-

eral agencies in the US offer comprehensive inventories of

data  centers  to  the  Office  of  Management  and  Budget

(OMB)  [6].  From recent  reports  by  the  Government  Ac-

countability Office (GAO), overall, $80 billion of the fed-

eral government budget is channeled to IT investments an-

nually [7]. GAO has also estimated that this investment is

likely to exceed $89 billion. Based on the historical context,

most of these investments’ projects have experienced years-

long  schedule  delays  and  multi-million-dollar  cost  over-

runs [8]. 

Therefore,  FITARA was established in  response  to  the

growing need for a long-term framework that would provide

room for the management, assessment, and tracking of fed-

eral  IT  investments.  Federal  Chief  Information  Officers

(CIOs)  play  active  and  crucial  roles  to  achieve  these  re-

quirements, and the GAO and Congress monitor their activi-

ties. FITARA focuses on seven major areas perceived to af-

fect  how  federal  agencies  manage  and  purchase  IT  as-

sets [1]. 

 Section 831 – Expanding the federal CIO authority
 Section  832  -  Improvement  of  risk  management

and transparency in IT investments
 Section 833 – Portfolio reviews
 Section 834 – Federal data center consolidation
 Section 835 - Expansion of the use and training of

IT Cadres
 Section 836 – The maximizing of federal strategic

sourcing initiatives (SSI)
 Section  837  –  Government-wide  purchases  of

software

B. FITARA Section 833

Section 833, “Portfolio Review,” holds that the main aim

of  FITARA  is  to  develop  government-wide  processes

through  which  agencies’  IT  investments  could  be  better

aligned, optimized, and consolidated [8]. Additionally, Sec-

tion 833 calls for OMB to collaborate with Agency CIOs to

establish  standard  metrics  through  which  IT  assessments

can be achieved. It is also worth noting that through Section

833,  FITARA calls  for  agencies  to  implement  annual  re-

views of their IT portfolios [9]. It is also expected that agen-

cies engage in a multi-year strategy that is updated and dis-

cussed to reduce and identify waste and duplication in their

respective IT portfolios, a provision informed by the need to

achieve cost savings [10]. Also, Section 833 calls for agen-

cies to develop or identify mechanisms through which their

respective  IT  investments'  effectiveness  and  efficiency

could be increased and ensure that they create or recognize

opportunities through which increased utilization of shared-

service delivery frameworks could be realized [11].  From

these provisions, it can be inferred that Section 833 focuses

on identifying potential waste and duplication and advocates

for  developing  action  plans  through  which  IT  resources,

programs,  or  portfolios  can  be  optimized  at  the  agency

level.

1) Federal IT Capital Planning and Investment Control

(CPIC)

Established  by  the  Government  Accountability  Office

(GAO), the ITIM process reflects responsibilities and policy

through which agencies' mission performance could be im-

proved.  ITIM  process  implementation  involves  selecting,

controlling, and evaluating IT investments [12]. The central

objective is to promote accountability among agencies. Fur-

thermore, the legislation and its associated regulations aim

to maximize the value with which IT investments are asso-

ciated  and  eliminate  inefficiencies,  reducing  duplicate

spending [12]. FITARA strives to control the oversight, ac-

quisition, and planning of IT resources by establishing spe-

cific  responsibilities  for  agency Chief  Executive  Officers,

the Chief Information Officer, and agency heads [5].

ITIM reflects a framework responsible for identifying and

organizing critical  processes through which IT investment

could be successful. The CPIC process strives to plan, de-

velop, and acquire capital  assets and manage and operate

those assets via usable life, having achieved the initial ac-

quisition process [13]. Thus, GAO-ITIM’s CPIC process re-

flects  a  decision-making  mechanism  striving  to  pave  the

way  for  IT  investments’  integration  of  effective  strategic

planning [14].  Three major phases have been documented

about the CPIC process [2].

 PHASE  1  –  Priorities  are  determined  before
making  informed  decisions  regarding  ongoing  or
new  initiatives  worth  funding  and  necessary  for
inclusion in IT portfolios.

 PHASE 2 – Ongoing management  procedures  to
monitor  the  nature  of  the  selected  initiatives'
progress.

 PHASE 3 – Consistent evaluation of the process.
2) GAO-ITIM Framework for Improving the IT CPIC 

Process (Section 833)

As the IT CPIC process progresses to maturity, five ma-

jor stages are embraced and operate so that each procedure

builds on a preceding stage. The main aim is to ensure that

an organization’s IT investment is enhanced [14]. 

Stage 1 - Creating Investment Awareness

The first  stage involves  creating  investment  awareness,

and the investment  process  is  unpredictable,  unstructured,

and ad hoc. Indeed, this stage does not differentiate between

the failure and success of different projects. Preferably, IT

projects that are seen to reflect suitable investments or suc-

cess are mostly attributed to the project team’s exceptional

actions, proving challenging to repeat [15].

Stage 2 - Building the Investment Foundation

The second stage implies that organizations strive to de-

fine and develop their IT investment boards and establish

opportunities or business needs. The respective IT projects
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are likely to address and employ the knowledge gained to-

wards new IT proposal selection [16]. 

Stage 3 - Developing a Complete Investment Portfolio

The third stage focuses on developing a well-defined and

consistent  perspective  on  IT  investment  portfolios  while

maintaining integrated and mature evaluation, control, and

selection processes.  Upon selecting an IT project and dis-

cerning that it meets the expected performance expectations

(as defined during the second stage), organizations likely es-

tablish IT investment portfolios via investment procedures

aimed at expanding the firm’s focus from that of a primary

project-oriented  context  to  that  which  embraces  broader

portfolio perspectives [13].

Stage 4 - Improving the Investment Process

In the fourth stage, the main focus is on improving the IT

investment portfolios and processes while ensuring that the

selection and mature control processes are maintained. This

stage requires organizations to analyze their respective in-

vestment portfolios regularly [13]. The main aim is to allow

for the continuous alignment of investments with the most

recent architectural versions. 

Stage 5 - Leveraging IT for Strategic Outcomes

Lastly,  the fifth  stage  and GAO-ITIM IT CPIC imple-

mentation involve leveraging  IT towards  strategic  results.

The mastering of the evaluation, control, and selection pro-

cesses culminate in shaping the results [14]. 

C. FITARA Section 834

FITARA Section 834: Data Center  Optimization Initia-

tive (DCOI) is  the continuation of the Office of Manage-

ment  and  Budget’s  Data  Center  Consolidation  Initiative

(FDCCI) that began in 2010. Section 834 required the gov-

ernment  to  consolidate  and  optimize  its  data  centers  by

2018. It  was still  extended by the FITARA Enhancement

Act of 2017, which extends the requirement to the end of

the fiscal year 2020 [17]. As a result of these initiatives, the

federal government has witnessed significant savings based

upon  improved  efficiencies,  newer  technologies,  and  the

emergence of cloud environments. Because DISA has sev-

eral data centers worldwide, the agency must comply with

the latest initiatives and report annual inventories, savings,

and findings to OMB. In this study, the SWOT and PEST

analytic methods are used to gain insight into the degree to

which DISA has implemented FITARA Section 834.

1) PEST and SWOT Frameworks for Analysis for 

Section 834

The selected analytic frameworks (PEST and SWOT) are

different  in  assessing  institutional  ideas.  Whereas  the  ap-

pearance of similar factors in each framework point to the

similarity  between  these  frameworks,  PEST  evaluates  a

view from a particular position or business standpoint. Also,

PEST can  be  incorporated  into SWOT,  or  it  can  be  pre-

sented before the SWOT analysis to achieve a similar effect.

2) Political, Economic, Social, and Technological 

(PEST)

The  four  aspects  constituting  the  PEST framework  in-

clude political, economic, social factors, and technological

[18]. The political factors that have conflicts and wars, in-

ternational pressure groups, pressure groups or home market

lobbying, initiatives, grants and funding, and trading poli-

cies [6]. Others include government term and change, gov-

ernment policies, regulatory bodies and processes, interna-

tional legislation, future legislation, current legislation home

market, and environmental or ecological issues. 

Economic issues that the analytic method (PEST) exam-

ines  include  international  monetary  or  trade  matters,  ex-

change and interest rates, end-user or customer drivers, dis-

tribution trends and market routes, specific industry factors,

and market and trade cycles. Others include seasonality is-

sues, taxation specific to services or products, general taxa-

tion issues, overseas trends and economies, home economy

trends, and the home country situation [7].

Social factors include ethical issues, advertising, public-

ity,  religious  or  ethnic  characteristics,  buying  access  and

trends,  significant influences and events,  fashion and role

models, consumer buying patterns, technology institutions,

and  brand  image  [14].  Additional  social  factors  analyzed

through the PEST framework include law changes that af-

fect social factors, media views, consumer opinions and atti-

tudes, demographics, and lifestyle trends. 

In the study by 

The technological  issues  or  factors  that  the framework

considers include global communications, intellectual prop-

erty issues, technology patents, licensing and access, inno-

vation  potential  technology  legislation,  consumer  buying

technology  or  mechanisms,  information  and  communica-

tions, manufacturing capacity and maturity, technology ma-

turity, the replacement of solutions or technology, research

funding, and competing for technology development [9].

3) Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats 

(SWOT)

The SWOT analysis [19] refers to a useful tool through

which an institution’s position could be understood and re-

viewed. The framework’s application is essential because it

informs  decision-making  regarding  future  institutional  di-

rection and new ideas [7]. Additional scholarly studies as-

sert that SWOT analysis assesses information subjectively,

and its central motivation is to promote informed decision-

making, discussion, and understanding of institutional con-

cepts [8]. The SWOT framework is divided into four sec-

tions: strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of an

institutional idea [19]. Some of the institutional aspects that

the SWOT framework seeks to examine include organiza-

tional capabilities, customers, and business solutions. 

Strengths observed some of the factors considered during

the analysis or application of this analytic method include

people, assets, resources, unique selling points, competitive

advantage,  institutional  capabilities,  and  advantages  of  a

proposition [20]. Other factors observed that need to be con-
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sidered while analyzing an institutional idea's strengths in-

clude communications, IT, quality, value, the likely returns,

and innovative aspects [10].

Other  studies  have documented factors  that  need  to  be

considered  while  analyzing  the  weaknesses  of  an  institu-

tional idea. Some of these factors include gaps in capabili-

ties,  a  proposition’s  disadvantages,  poor  leadership  and

commitment,  compromised cash flow and continuity, own

known vulnerabilities, and lack of competitive strength [21].

Some of the forces that are worth considering concerning

the analysis of the opportunities at the disposal of an organi-

zation  include  market  volume  demand  trends,  agencies,

partnerships, information and research, market response to

tactics, niche target markets, new horizontal or vertical mar-

kets, and global influences [22]. Others include innovations

and technological developments, lifestyle or industry trends,

competitors’ vulnerabilities, and market developments [22].

Regarding threats, the SWOT analytic framework focuses

on issues such as credit and financial pressures, insurmount-

able  weaknesses,  obstacles,  new ideas,  services  and  tech-

nologies, market demand, competitor intentions, IT devel-

opments, environmental effects, legislative effects, and po-

litical effects [11]. Additional scholarly studies have exam-

ined and documented some of the factors that the selected

analytic framework considers while analyzing opportunities

at  the  disposal  of  an  institution’s  operations.  In  contrast,

threats  and  opportunities  examine  external  factors,

strengths, and opportunities to explore internal factors.

III. RESULTS & ANALYSIS OF APPLIED FRAMEWORKS

TO DISA 

A. Analytic Results of FITARA Compliance to 

Section 833

When deploying the PFM ITIM assessment  tool to the

Agency TTPs, DISA’s compliance with section 833 can be

viewed as subpar according to the processes in place, which

directly align with the grades received from the DoD CIO

Annual  Scorecard.  Subsequently,  the  agency  remains  at

Stage  1:  “Creating  Investment  Awareness”  of  the  five

stages.  After  conversing  with  several  key  personnel  and

stakeholders  with duties  related  to  compiling  section  833

data, there is a consensus that FITARA compliance “to the

letter” isn’t an agency priority with aggregating data at the

“enterprise  level.”  However,  it  should  be  noted  that  the

agency  is  compiling  the  data  at  the  “component  level”

throughout the various DISA Commands around the world.

The issue is that  a mechanism or process at DISA Head-

quarters Fort Meade for reporting purposes doesn’t exist. As

a result, the DOD CIO’s office summoned DISA leadership

to the Pentagon for questioning in which the agency had to

devise a plan for future grading and compliance then. 

The communication lines were opened from the meeting

between DISA’s Office of the Chief Financial Officer and

the  DoD CIO to  review  DISA’s  methodology  to  capture

savings  and  define  acceptable  metrics  from  both  parties.

Consequently,  while DoD CIO’s office looks for ways to

capture and track savings at the component level, DISA HQ

needs to consider doing the same for the enterprise level to

meet  the  already  standardized  needs.  Summarily,  VADM

Norton commissioned a FITARA Tiger Team led by Mr.

Chris Catlin to  understand DISA’s compliance better  and

look for a way forward.  

B. PEST Analysis of FITARA Compliance

Political

Political  decisions  affect  how  (and  when)  institutions

such as the military will be employed, and employment ef-

fects DISA’s operations. The US as a democracy exhibits

credible  and  transparent  elections  whereby  most  of  the

elected  representatives  (including  the  President  of  the

United States of America) tend to have considerable influ-

ence on global and national policymaking [11]. Despite this

promising trend,  the US continues to fall  victim to terror

group threats [22]. For DISA, the political situations charac-

terizing  the  environment  in  which  it  operates  imply  that

checks and balances are imperative to note. The law protects

most of the rights of the minorities and other stakeholders

served by the agency. Despite the mixed outcomes, it is evi-

dent that the agency operates in a supportive and positive re-

gion due to political stability. Sands [22] asserted that stabil-

ity  is  informed  by  low-risk  military  invasion  due  to  the

United States’ military might and power. Based on these fa-

vorable conditions,  DISA has implemented FITARA Sec-

tion 834 through technological dominance, advanced infra-

structure, and a stable political environment.

Economic

Operating within the world’s largest economy, DISA has

enjoyed a  well-developed IT system through partnerships

with renowned economic organizations. However, labor has

proved costly in this economy. As such, DISA has had to

implement  some  of  its  FITARA-related  IT  strategies

through outsourcing cheap labor from the rest of the global

economies.  What  remains  unaddressed  is  the  extent  to

which  the  cheap  labor  has  (or  otherwise)  promoted  the

agency’s central mission and vision. Also, rapid changes in

the  global  economy,  a  platform  served  by  DISA,  have

proved  challenging  relative  to  the  implementation  of  FI-

TARA Section 834.

Social

Like most other developed regions, the dominance of an

aging  population  marks  the  social  environment  in  which

DISA  operates.  As  such,  its  implementation  of  FITARA

faces the threat of labor shortage. However, as DeVisser and

Sands [5] observed, labor stability is likely to be achieved

through  stable  educational  systems.  The  majority  of  the

population supports liberal mindsets to change the security

world to an IT-driven platform. What remains notable is that

there is increasing illegal migration and racial intolerance in

most of the regions served by DISA, trends that threaten the

agency’s  implementation  of  FITARA.  Specifically,  these

trends threaten operational stability at DISA because many

individuals  are  keen  to  realize  socio-economic  mobility.

Still, some of the means that they use (such as the state as
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mentioned above of illegal migration) imply that the secu-

rity agencies served by DISA might be overwhelmed. The

goals and objectives laid down by FITARA might experi-

ence stalled progress in implementation. 

Technological

DISA’s implementation of FITARA is dominated by an

environment that proves to be one of the world’s leaders in

technology and science. Significantly, most of the individu-

als and organizations that the agency serves are character-

ized by a longstanding fascination for IT [6]. Thus, the insti-

tution  has  implemented  FITARA  while  ensuring  that  it

serves  the  people  and  the  organization’s  technological

needs.  However,  the  environment  served  also  faces  stiff

competition  from rising  economies.  The dilemma is  how

DISA  will  satisfy  its  key  stakeholders'  technical  require-

ments and implement FITARA while retaining technology

supremacy.

C. SWOT Analysis of FITARA Compliance

Strengths

Regarding  DISA’s  implementation  of  FITARA Section

834, the agency strongly emphasizes the military's general

IT mission. This support implies that DISA can secure and

maintain  funding  streams,  especially  when  improved  FI-

TRA Section 834, implementation outcomes can be demon-

strated  [10].   Support  for  DISA’s  mission  to  serve  other

agencies  and  individuals  is  unlikely  to  wane  soon  [21].

Apart  from political  permission, it  is  observed that  DISA

operates  in  an  adequate  budget  environment  [11].  Addi-

tional strength lies in the decision by DISA to embrace new,

responsive  technology  systems.  DISA's  ability  to  deploy

modern IT systems is associated with high-level visibility

and support [22]. 

Weaknesses

At DISA, one of the perceived weaknesses entails human

capital. On the one hand, the IT staff adequacy reflects a no-

table strength. On the other hand, the staff is stretched thin

and unlikely to attract dissatisfaction and turnover. Should

the agency be forced to recruit new IT talent, several forms

of challenges might prove significant. Some of these forms

include the lack of a joint workforce document, challenges

associated with contract resource procuring, and the general

shortage of technically skilled talent [8]. Another weakness

with which DISA is associated entails a lack of adequate en-

terprise controls and strategy. Due to the agency’s restruc-

turing, an apparent central  decision authority might prove

challenging to achieve. DISA’s implementation of FITARA

Section 834 is also marred by a weakness of the lack of ade-

quate agency controls and strategy. 

Opportunities

During DISA’s implementation of FITARA Section 834,

one  of  the  disposal  opportunities  entails  maximizing  its

move  to  another  IT  system.  More  analytics  capabilities

might be realized by accessing centralized data, especially

when it ensures that infrastructure issues do not cause sig-

nificant operations problems [12]. By maximizing the move

to another IT system, it is projected that a new information

superhighway will result in DISA. By establishing partner-

ships with similar organizations that serve identical agencies

or individuals and offer related services, DISA might estab-

lish paths through which private options might be integrated

into  its  current  implementation  of  FITARA Section  834,

upon which capacity concerns  might be improved or  off-

loaded [6].

Threats

Data breach forms one of the most significant threats fac-

ing DISA. Furthermore, the agency's morale and authority

face the threat  of goal and guidance imposition from “on

high,” a trend cautioned that is likely to reflect a lack of ad-

equate control [9]. Given that the outside solutions are un-

likely to fit in DISA’s unique IT environment, the agency’s

systems rollout might be undermined significantly and end

up blocking forward progress. The effectiveness and credi-

bility of DISA’s implementation of FITARA Section 834

also face the acquisition process's threat, primarily due to in-

adequate oversight.

D. Analytic Results of FITARA Compliance to 

Section 834

In summary, significant strengths characterizing DISA’s

implementation of FITARA Section 834 include improved

data outcomes and analytics due to the ability to leverage

new IT systems, the presence of funding streams, and the

enjoyment  of  political  support.  Weaknesses  include  silo-

based contract management, lack of adequate enterprise vis-

ibility and control concerning IT expenditure, the increasing

demand for training and retention of the IT staff, and grow-

ing concern associated with human capital or staffing. Re-

garding opportunities, the SWOT analytic framework sug-

gests that DISA’s implementation of FITARA Section 834

could exploit mechanisms such as the development of pub-

lic-private partnerships (that could, in turn, aid in addressing

human capital or IT staffing issues) and maximizing bene-

fits associated with IT rollout. It is also evident that several

threats face DISA. Some of these threats include high visi-

bility  failures,  IT  rollout  problems  that  might  make  the

agencies or individuals served to lose trust, lack of adequate

forward  investments  due  to  slow  transition,  and  data

breaches or cybersecurity issues that are likely to undermine

the stakeholders of the stakeholders served; both at the indi-

vidual and organizational or Agency levels.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Compliance Section 833

To steer improvements in how DISA develops and exe-

cutes its future and current action plans associated with IT

investment,  VADM Norton must embrace a structured  IT

investment process [16]. This procedure should concern ini-

tiative evaluation, control, and selection in future and cur-

rent action plans. VADM Norton should ensure that life-cy-

cle baselines are established and way-forwards are well de-

fined for consistent effectiveness measured in metrics. Plan

development is organized at a high-level to estimate the re-
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turn on investment for proposed way-forwards'  cost-effec-

tiveness [2].  Senior stakeholders should be engaged about

the prescribed process to include actionable transactions that

directly affect metrics as varying from the baseline. During

the  monitoring  of  DISA’s  planned  actions,  it  is  recom-

mended that the DISA director updates risk baselines, bene-

fit,  schedule,  cost,  and  scope  of  work  for  all  actions  as

deemed necessary, a step that  is poised to ensure that the

chosen investment actions are cost-effective [14]. Similarly,

there is a need for the DISA director to develop a mecha-

nism through which customer feedback could be tracked for

resolving customer concerns that might have prompted the

actions. 

B. FITARA Compliance Section 834

To improve  the  degree  of  implementation  of  FITARA

Section 834, one of the significant issues that DISA needs to

embrace is understanding the baseline environment. DISA

needs to collect input, define the vision from the SWOT and

PEST  analytic  frameworks,  establish  transparency,  and

communicate accountability. Indeed, an achievement of this

recommended mechanism requires that the agency identify

an aggressive connection with significant stakeholders and

ensure that partnerships, which form part of the opportuni-

ties at its disposal, are solidified. In so doing, it is projected

that DISA will be better placed to discern what might be

working  and  what  might  have failed,  eventually  ensuring

that priorities are identified accordingly. Understanding the

baseline environment is also projected to allow DISA to fo-

cus on the assurance of IT transition success while empow-

ering its staff via adequate funding of strategies  aimed at

data  protection.  By implementing this  mission,  additional

benefits  might include continuous and resilient  operations

and  prevention  against  possible  data  breaches  that  could,

otherwise, compromise stakeholder confidence. 

Further, it is recommended that DISA improves or con-

solidates its collaborative mechanisms by increasing its fo-

cus on staff training and continuing education. Success in

improving collaborative tools in an agency such as DISA

could be realized when big data analytics are used more ef-

fectively [7]. Thus, DISA needs to engage support organiza-

tions in  garnering  best  practices  that  might  shift  from an

oversight model to an operational model. It is also worth in-

dicating that the recommended strategy of consolidating the

agency’s collaborative mechanisms might witness more suc-

cess if the outsourcing model is considered and embraced

more aggressively. 

C. 8-Step Kotter Implementation Plan

This section applies Kotter’s 8-step change model [23] to

recommend  a  12-36-month  action  implementation,  espe-

cially about DISA’s integration of FITARA. In this model,

the first step concerns creating urgency. 

Step 1 – Creating a Sense of Urgency

The change could happen if an entire organization em-

braces  a sense of urgency regarding  some needed change

[23]. At DISA, this initial step calls for the sparking of ini-

tial motivation by prompting convincing and open dialogue

regarding  the  extent  to  which  FITARA  Section  834  has

been  implemented,  some of  the  threats  ahead,  significant

milestones,  or  strengths  that  characterize  the  agency,  and

opportunities that are worth exploiting. Particularly, DISA

needs to hold regular seminars and utilize relevant commu-

nication platforms to state potential threats to its current im-

plementation  of  FITARA,  establish  scenarios  depicting

what is likely to characterize its future operations, and seek

critical  stakeholders'  support  towards  the  examination ex-

ploitation of opportunities at its disposal. To ensure success-

ful change initiation, there is also a need for senior leaders

and  managers  to  sustain  their  long-term engagement  and

make it  clear  that  the implemented strategies  will  be fol-

lowed up and monitored continuously, which is likely to im-

prove confidence among service users and key stakeholders.

Step 2 – Building Coalitions

From the change model, the second step involves the for-

mation of a  powerful  coalition. This step requires  change

implementers or organizations to convince the targeted in-

stitutions, groups, and individuals that change is necessary

[3]. For DISA, it becomes essential for the strategic person-

nel to stretch beyond change management and lead it. The

selection of influential people, teams, or coalition needs to

be  determined by the IT personnel's  political  importance,

expertise, status, and job titles. To ensure that team building

and emotional commitment are realized and the right mix of

team members from different levels and departments, DISA

needs to share the assessments with Congress and the rest of

the DoD sections to ensure that the proposed change is un-

derstood and supported accordingly.

Step 3 – Form a Strategic Vision

The third step requires creating a vision for change [24].

Notably, the recommended changes are likely to attract nu-

merous solutions, approaches, or ideas regarding paths that

need to be adopted during implementation. Therefore, DISA

needs to ensure that the images generated by the team estab-

lished are linked to the agency’s overall vision while ensur-

ing that  they do not contravene FITARA’s specifications.

This linkage allows team members to quickly remember or

grasp the change [23]. The vision paves the way for team

members to understand the motivation and perceived bene-

fits behind a given shift. For DISA, a summary capturing

the projected future of the changed operations needs to be

presented to the members. 

Step 4 – Enlist a Volunteer Army

The process above needs to culminate in the communica-

tion of the stated vision. Specifically, DISA needs to stretch

beyond special meetings and engage in regular discussions,

ensuring that the team established for implementation pur-

poses remembers and responds to the theme. By walking the

talk,  the  selected  team will  demonstrate  the  behavior  ex-

pected from other individuals and organizations. Also, vis-

ual communication will help address any anxieties and con-

cerns raised by stakeholders such as Congress and the mili-

tary personnel honestly and openly, having led by example.
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Step 5 – Remove Barriers

The next step needs to constitute the removal of obsta-

cles. Having built the people’s buy-in and talked about the

mission (which involves implementing the changes  stated

earlier), any resistance to change will have to be addressed.

At DISA, removing obstacles or addressing any resistance

change will have to be realized by establishing clear struc-

tures to empower team members towards vision execution,

ensuring that the proposed changes move forward. Impor-

tant to note is that addressing the barriers will require the se-

lected team to identify specific groups that might oppose the

proposed change (an example being the Congress) and sen-

sitize  them about  some of  the threats  that  DISA’s  imple-

mentation of FITARA faces currently, some of the opportu-

nities at  the agency’s  disposal,  and the perceived benefits

poised to accrue from the implementation of the proposed

changes or the exploitation of any untapped potentials. 

Step 6 – Generate Short-Term Wins

DISA’s  implementation  of  the  proposed  changes  will

need to be marked by creating short-term wins that seek to

motivate team members towards further progress and attract

support from otherwise negative thinkers and critics. Partic-

ularly, short-term wins will have to be realized by blending

long-term  goals  with  short-term targets.  To  reinforce  the

change  implementation  team,  it  is  expected  further  that

DISA will reward team members. 

Step 7 – Sustain Acceleration

The seventh step will involve building on the change to

ensure that improvements are made to the quick wins while

keeping the long-term goals in mind. As each victory is re-

alized, DISA’s team will also be engaged in the analysis of

issues that  might have worked and those that  require im-

provements, as well as approaches through which those im-

provements might be achieved. An example of an improved

approach entails adding of new leaders and change agents to

the initial change coalition or team [3].

Step 8 – Institute Change

Lastly, the change will have to be anchored in the rest of

DISA’s organizational culture. Making a change to be part

of an organization’s core ensures that it sticks and stretches

into the far  future for implementation by other  workforce

generations [24]. At DISA, making the change part of cor-

porate culture will be informed by most of the scholarly af-

firmations documenting that an organization's corporate cul-

ture  dictates  what  is  likely  to  be  supported  by  employee

teams [24]. Thus, the continuous effort will be made to en-

sure  that  every  aspect  of  DISA  experiences  or  sees  the

change, a step projected to cement the agency’s organiza-

tional culture's  recommended strategies.  Imperative to ac-

knowledge that the success realized by the stepwise change

and implementation of the recommended changes (aimed at

strengthening DISA’s implementation and integration of FI-

TARA) will be determined by leadership support.

V. CONCLUSION

DISA needs to engage and manage the majority of key

stakeholders’ expectations more proactively. Notably, much

time needs to be spent on input collection to ensure that the

Agency’s IT strategic plan is established quickly and com-

municated effectively. To ensure that the agency’s priority

projects are implemented timely, it is essential to act on and

evaluate staff performance and measurable projects via the

identification of the top talent and also directing the IT staff

towards a transition to ensure that the organization achieves

short  maturity  (via  improved controls  and governance,  as

well as assured consistent transparency to other individuals

and organizations served). It is also evident that the degree

to which DISA might integrate and comply with FITARA

depends on the capacity to improve internal operations and

its key stakeholders' experiences. Thus, there is a need for

the organization to ensure that it poses a positive impact on

the well-being of warfighters by establishing consensus and

also demonstrating vision in the military IT community. In

so doing, DISA's implementation of FITARA Section 834

might be more successful and ensure that it yields signifi-

cant contributions to the IT rollout strategy. 

Given  the  strengths  and  weaknesses  revealed  by  the

PEST and SWOT framework analyses,  it  is  also essential

for DISA to ensure that it maintains its stability while trans-

forming the perceived weaknesses into opportunities for im-

provement. Indeed, these actions are poised to pave the way

for the agency to steer dramatic improvements in the mili-

tary IT environment, having advocated for an information-

driven approach or model. Imperative to highlight is the ex-

tent to which DISA collaborates with significant stakehold-

ers  and  achieves  transparency.  Accountability  will  play  a

moderating role in determining the successful implementa-

tion of FITARA Section 834 and the achievement of other

internal and external goals with which it is associated.
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